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lace ruffles, playing a tambourine to a young lady in blue,
with a bare bosom, behind a pet lamb. Charming thing!
She could take it away when she went, and hang it with
the Fragonards and Chardin in her drawing-room. Stand-
ing by the double-poster, he bent down and sniffed at the
bed linen. Not quite as fragrant as it ought to be. That
woman, Mrs. Edger—his housekeeper—had forgotten the
pot-pourri bags ; lie knew there would be something!
And, going to a store closet, he took four little bags with
tiny mauve ribbons from a shelf, and put them into the
bed. He wandered thence into the bathroom. He didn't
know whether she would like those salts—they were
Annette's new speciality, and smelt too strong for his
taste. Otherwise it seemed all right; the soap was c Roger
and Gallet,' and the waste worked. All these new gadgets
—half of them didn't; there was nothing like the old-
fashioned thing that pulled up with a chain! Great
change in washing during his lifetime. He couldn't quite
remember pre-bathroom days; but he could well recall
how his father used to say regularly : " They never gave
me a bath when I was a boy. First house of my own, I
had one put in—people used to come and stare at it—in
1840. They tell me the doctors arc against washing now;
but I don't know." James had been dead a quarter of a
century, and the doctors had turned their coats several
times since. Fact was, people enjoyed baths ; so it didn't
really matter what view the doctors took I Kit enjoyed
them—some children didn't, And, leaving the bathroom,
Soames stood in front of the flowers the gardener had
brought in—among them, three special early roses. Roses
were the fellow's forte, or rather his weak point—he cared
for nothing else; that was the worst of people nowadays,
they specialised so that there was no relativity between
things, in spite of its being the fashionable philosophy, or

